
REGional Workshop 

R10 – Activity Management Development (LA7, 

LA8, & LA9)
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Workshop Purpose

To support RCA development and quality of Activity 
Management Plans to meet REG expectations and 
NZTA investment assessment criteria. 

The workshop will achieve this by NZTA providing 
feedback on the initial bids and draft AMPS. 
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• Check in, Introductions etc.

• REG L&D Programme (a) to Dec 2017, and; (b) post Dec 2017

• Individual presentations (one RCA at a time)

– RCA Summary overview (5 mins)

– NZTA feedback on RCA IAC TIO submissions and Draft AMPs (10 mins)

• NZTA summaries on IAC TIO submissions and Draft AMPs; (a) Regional, and; (b) National

• NZTA presents on the SHIP

• Interactive AMP improvement session

– Identify peer support within the region

• REG Update: Digital Engineering (BIM) project overview

• REGional Champions update

• Regional specific issues/collaborative opportunities

• Review & close 

– RCAs feedback on the Investment Assessment Framework and IAC process/improvement opportunities



Check In

• Intro’s for any new members

• Any constraints on the day?

• Any comments or follow up from the previous 
workshop?



Learning	Ac vity	
LA1	-	Func onal	classifica on	

LA2	-	Customer	Promises,	Customer	Levels	of	Service	&	
Performance	Measures	(to	include	DIA	Performance	
Measures)	

LA3	-	RAMM	

LA4	-	Long-term	condi on	and	deteriora on	modelling;	
use	of	non-asset	variables	(i.e.	economic,	social,	and	
environmental	value)	

LA5	-	Interpreta on,	analysis,	and	understanding	how	to	
use	data	

LA6	-	Road	network	planning	

LA7	-	Business	Case	Approach	
Investment	Logic	Mapping	

LA8	-	Transport	system	–	why	we	are	doing	this,	how	it	
fits	together,	dynamic	nature,	and	‘sharing	the	story’	

LA9	-	How	to	effec vely	use	the	ONRC,	CLoS,	and	BCA	

LA10	-	Managing	and	leading	change	

LA11	-	Communica ng	and	engaging	with	stakeholders	

LA12	-	Effec ve	collabora on	and	building	buy-in		

LA13-	Financial	&	strategic	planning	systems	–	improving	
internal	engagement	and	understanding	

LA14	-	Overview	of	exis ng	knowledge	base	and	tools	

LA15	-	Procurement	&	using	the	CLoS/PM	in	contracts	
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5	Pillars	of	Success	



• Initial 
Bids in 
TIO

• Draft 
AMP

31 
Aug

• Firm 
bids in 
TIO

• 2nd 
Draft 
AMP

20 
Oct

• Final 
bids in 
TIO

• Final 
AMP

16 
Dec

NZTA IAC & AMP 

Review
National review workshop 

Feedback to RCAs

R10 REGional

Workshop
Focus on IAC, AMP feedback 

and improvement opportunities

NZTA IAC & AMP 

Review
National review workshop 

Feedback to RCAs

R11 REGional

Workshop
Focus on IAC, AMP feedback, 

improvement opportunities, 

gaps and improvement plan

Ensuring you have the strongest case for 

investment



• 31 Aug 2017 (completed)

– Draft Activity Management Plan is completed

• Strategic case & programme case imbedded in AMPs

• Not perfect but expressing the key principles of the BCA

– Meeting between RCA and NZTA PI

– RCA initial bid into TIO

• 20 Oct 2017

– Updated draft AMP

– Firm bids

• 16 Dec 2017

– Final AMP

– Final bids

• December 2017

– Approved draft AMP - Strategic & Programme Business Case for consultation 
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Checking in on where you need to be…

• Transport Agency Decision 
making

• Indicative Programme allocations
April 2018

• NLTP launched
30 June 2018



Are you in control? 



Individual Presentations

RCA Submission Summaries 
& 

NZTA Feedback On Submissions



Action Learning Task 10

Purpose: to support AO improvements to their draft Activity Management 
Plans and initial bids, by;

– Developing a succinct summary of their AMP key aspects and financial implications that 
can be further developed for other communications.

– Seeing what others have done.

– Receiving Constructive feedback from colleagues in Local Government and NZTA.
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Presentations
– RCA Summary overview (5 mins)

Purpose: to share summary of AMP 

outcomes with workshop attendees (all 

information should come out of what is 

already pulled together in TIO; Keep is short 

and simple!)

• Handout completed worksheets
• Provide a short overview
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Focus of initial feedback
• Initial high level review focused on how well the investment story aligns from the ‘why’ to the 

recommended programme, and the robust the evidence

• Right now it is not about the dollar figures it’s about ‘do you have a programme that is 
understandable and justifiable

• This is work in progress the timelines for NZTA are as tight as yours and we want to give feedback 
to keep everyone focused and enable quick changes/improvement 

• One on one, detailed discussions will occur individually 

• Identification of learnings and gaps across the whole country

• Identification of some immediate (high level) actions that need to be done 

• This is about getting you’re best investment story developed by Dec 

• Everyone, including NZTA, are learning and developing through this work

• Not about getting the highest score, it’s ensuring ‘fit for purpose’

• Right now ‘re-work’ is good
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Presentations

– NZTA feedback on RCA IAC TIO 

submissions and Draft AMPs (10 mins)

Purpose: To provide feedback on the Investment 

Assessment of RCAs initial bids and draft AMPs to support 

further improvement to put their strongest case forward for 

investment (both RCA & NZTA FAR). 

• Regional / Individual RCA feedback

– Feedback on RCA TIO submissions and Draft AMP.

– Identify: 1. Summary of how well they have met the IAC overall 2. 

Strengths 3. Opportunities to enhance 
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IAC Regional Feedback



IAC National Feedback



National Gaps and Improvements Identified
• More need to just get on with it and do it

• Investment story is weak – Need a stronger cohesive narrative on the whole story; most have a good start on 
shaping the story but this needs to be tightened; the ‘punchy’ upfront story is missing.

• Clarity of problems and benefits – need to improve the clarity of what the problems and benefits are lean 
toward being off topic and not focused. 

• Line of sight on how the strategic case connects to the programme and how they will deliver LoS is variable.

• Evidence is weak – evidence is lacking in some areas and not well linked to the focus of the programme

• Affordability – is the programme affordable to the community, this is not always clear

• Value for money – AMPs don’t clearly articulate how the programme is optimised

• Capability to deliver proposed programme – not clear if the RCA and/or supply chain can delivery on the 
proposed programmes

• Low cost / low risk – more information and evidence is required

• Smart buyer assessment – most have not completed a self assessment
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National Strengths

• Good honesty & transparency in AMPs

• Good links of strategy to RLTP and GPS

• Showing critical thinking in work

• Showing good thinking around how to articulate the story

• AMPs are showing a good change in appropriately accepting more risk

• Great receptiveness to feedback; seeing the results now in the work presented

• Great progress in implementing the BCA and ONRC, major milestone has been 
achieved

• Seeing RCAs embrace the change and can see real improvements

• AMPs have improved in their readability
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Assessment Focus

19
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20 

Oct

16 

Dec NZTA National Moderation 

/ Investment Conditions

NZTA AssessmentNZTA Assessment



State Highway Investment 

Plan (SHIP)



The SHIP



The SHIP is a suite of documents

Corridor Management Plans
Detailed level of service gaps, context and 

activities

Detailed Maintenance 
Business Case

Cases for: Access, Safety, Travel time 
reliability and Amenity

Technical Reference 
Information

Facts and Findings informing the business 
case

State Highway Investment 
Proposal
Business Case

AMP Requirements NZTA

Long Term Investment Programme CO 15(5)

Detailed Project Business 
Cases

Cases for: each project as it progresses



There are three key drivers

• draft Government Policy Statement’s 

strategic priorities: 

• economic growth and productivity, 

road safety and value for money

• NZ Transport Agency strategy: -

• key focus areas including: Keep 

People Safe, Improve Customer 

Experiences, Connect and Develop 

Regions, and Target Rapid Growth

• draft Long Term Strategic View: -

• a need to focus on growth centres, 

inter-regional journeys and regional 

economic development.

The proposal will be refined through the 

RLTP development process



The SHIP Problem Statements

Problem 1
Customer connectivity and experience is falling short of a truly integrated 
transport system, particularly in urban growth areas and for inter-regional 
journeys.
Problem 2
Some highways are not sufficiently forgiving for the way they are used, which 
exacerbates the safety risk to road users.
Problem 3
We are not yet fully achieving an optimised sustainable customer experience 
in our transport system through best value for money invested.



State Highway Aims to sustain current LoS & incrementally 

improve these where there is a gap against the ONRC

• Maintaining and incrementally improving customer service levels 

against 

• Responding to events and incidents to minimise their adverse 

impact and duration on service levels

• Improving efficiency of long term service delivery

• Continual improvement

• Managing service and investment risk sustainably

The maintenance programme is to fully achieve an 
optimised sustainable customer experience in our 

transport system through best value for money 
investment.



It delivers

Services to achieve the customer service 

levels of the ONRC

A business case for the proposed investment

An ambitious programme

• arising from multi modal multi agency 

programme business cases

• optimised by extensive internal challenge 

and refinement

• incorporating significant delivery 

challenges and efficiency improvements

Resilience Safety

Reliability

and

Efficiency

People,

Places &

Environment

Corridor characteristics for delivering services to customers

Infrastructure and Services

Corridor Investment
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The programmes were nationally moderated and optimised 

by internal challenge

6 optional capital programmes were 

investigated

The optional programme with the 

greatest impact on safety and 

resilience has gone forward

A business case for the operations 

programme was developed, this 

shows that there is a BCR of between  

5-10 across the country

The maintenance programmes were 

benchmarked internally and 

externally, challenged and changed 

from raw proposal. They reflect 

significant research on the lessons 

from the past six years aggressive 

approach



The proposed investment programmes …

Maintenance: $1.32 billion 

(excl EW)

• Tight programmes must 

change because more of the 

network pavements are 

nearing end of service life

• increased pavement 

renewals, skid resistance and 

drainage works to improve 

performance and durability 

Operations: $243 million

• Enhanced network operation, 

to make best use of existing 

network capacity, improve 

customer travel times and 

information, and reduce 

disruption

The 2018-21 investment proposals are:

Improvements: $18 billion 2018/28

• Extensive commitments 2018/21, $50M for 

increased ITS

• Efficiency, safety and resilience



The SHIP summarises current service levels 

against the ONRC



CMP: Using simple info-graphics based around 

ONRC



Waipara to Inangahua CMP

The story and background



Level of Service Infographics



Layers of information to focus on the issues



Safety Outcomes



Asset Condition and Performance 



The investment story



Interactive AMP 

Improvement Session



Is the investment story compelling?

• Is there a clear understanding of ‘Why’ you need to do something?

• Is there evidence to support your recommended programme?

• Is what your are recommending affordable?

• Does it provide ‘value for money’? 

• Do you have the management capability/capacity to deliver the 
programme?

• Can the ‘supply chain’ / market respond and deliver within your 
required timeframes?
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More food for thought…

• Is your ‘line of sight’ clear…from the GPS, your strategic case, to your 
recommended programme and LoS?

• Have you indicated how you have applied the ONRC performance 
measures and CLoS?

• How have you treated your ‘low cost/low risk’ works?

• Have you shown how you are or could collaborate?

39



Interactive Session – Immediate Improvement Actions

• Discuss your initial submissions, draft AMPs and the feedback you 
have received.

• Identify immediate improvement actions for 2nd draft AMP:

– Your RCAs strengths

– Your RCAs areas that need further development

41



Interactive Session – Smart Buyer Assessment

• Complete Smart Buyer Assessment 

• Share self assessment with peers and discuss how you assessed 
yourself and what evidence is in place to support your assessment

• Share with full group
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Interactive Session – Long Term Improvements

• Identify long term improvement actions that can be developed into the 
AMP for continual development and improvement of the 2021/2024 
NLTP.

– This is just a start and will help support work in R11
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Interactive Session – Peer Support

• Identify a RCA in your region that could support you & one you could 
support; 

– what can you/they help with?

• How could REG or NZTA support you?

• Develop an action plan to support each other prior to 20 October.
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REG Update
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5 Pillars of Success
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Systems

Data

Communications

Approval 

Processes

Service Delivery

5 Pillars of 

Success

ONRC Functional Classification

ONRC Performance Measures

Performance reporting tool

Business Case Approach

BCA 

AMP 

&

2018

/ 

2021 

NLTP

2015 to 2017

Further development of Performance 

reporting tool & interpreting/using data

Improved 

BCA 

AMP

&

2021 

/ 

2024 

NLTP

Further development of ONRC 

Performance Measures

Expanding the use & value of ONRC 

(use in place & form)

Supporting RCA to deliver on 

improvement plans and improving AMP

Build sector capability through continued 

learning & development programme

Procurement & service delivery

2018…



Transport System Relationships

RCA Planning Processes
Activity Management Plans  

Regional Transport Programme

National Land Transport Programme
(NZTA Investment & Revenue Strategy)

Operational Delivery
(Operations & maintenance / Capital works)

Strategic DirectionGovernment Policy
Statement & 

Long Term Strategic View

Community / User
Input

Investment Decision Making

RLTP
State Highway Investment Plan

Council Annual Plans 
Long Term PlansNetwork Planning

LEGISLATION CUSTOMER
OUTCOMES

ONE NETWORK ROAD 
CLASSIFICATION

Road 
Functional

Classification

Network
Operating Plan

Strategic
Direction

Road 
Design
& Form

USERS



Data Quality Project

• Phase 1 focuses on quality of RAMM data which informs ONRC & performance measures

• 2014/15 and 2015/16 results for TLA’s are available on the NZTA and REG websites

• Release of phase 1 improvement programme scope and 2016/17 results for TLA & SH data 
quality reports scheduled for early November 2017

• Phase 2 will focus on data quality for NZ road asset management and decision support 
systems

• ONRC PMRT – release on 27 September will provide Peer/Region/National results in single 
reports to provide comparative reporting view



Data Quality Project
• Analysis of these results is guiding 

scope of an improvement programme 

focused on providing better guidance 

and support to the sector



Digital Engineering Project



BUILDING INFORMATION MANAGEMENT WILL CHANGE HOW AND WHERE THE TRANSPORT AGENCY 

ACCESSES INFORMATION

Plans          Digital 

models

Data           Spatial 

insight

Various media

Integrated

information At desk, 

reported                                On site                                      

current
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REGional Champions 

Update



Regional Critical Issues

& Collaboration

Purpose: to provide an opportunity to discuss regionally important issues 
and collaborative opportunities with peers.



Moving forward to

Our next workshop



• Initial 
Bids in 
TIO

• Draft 
AMP

31 
Aug

• Firm 
bids in 
TIO

• 2nd 
Draft 
AMP

20 
Oct

• Final 
bids in 
TIO

• Final 
AMP

16 
Dec

NZTA IAC & AMP 

Review
National review workshop 

Feedback to RCAs

R10 REGional

Workshop
Focus on IAC, AMP feedback 

and improvement opportunities

NZTA IAC & AMP 

Review
National review workshop 

Feedback to RCAs

R11 REGional

Workshop
Focus on IAC, AMP feedback, 

improvement opportunities, 

gaps and improvement plan

Ensuring you have the strongest case for 

investment



RCA Feedback on Investment 
Assessment Framework



Feedback Session

• Purpose: to help improve the investment assessment process for 
improved outcomes.

– Provide feedback on the IAC, TIO, and feedback.
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Summary and Close
• Complete the feedback Survey!

• Review

– List of objectives for the day

– Tabled items (if any)

• Feedback on the workshop? How can we improve it?

– You will be invited to complete a survey monkey questionnaire 

• Next Steps
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Erik Barnes  

PO Box 2764,
Wakatipu, 
Queenstown  9349

M: 021 997 863

erik@auxilium.co.nz

Chris Olsen

16 Solway Place 
Papakowhai
Porirua 5024

P: 04 2339697 
M: 0274 477098

chris@coconsulting.co.nz

David Fraser

10 Bayview Drive
Waiuku 2123

P: +64 9 2357245 
M: 027 4739493

david@amsaam.co.nz

mailto:erik@auxilium.co.nz
mailto:chris@coconsulting.co.nz
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